G<DD SAMARITAN L~ EN~CTED
On May 17, I 976, Governor
Marvin Mandel signed into law new
legislation significantly changing
the so-called "Good Samaritan
Law." Because it was emergency
legislation, the changes became
effective immediately.
The Division of Emergency
Medical Services, with the support
of all major organizations in the
State committed to improving
emergency medical care, worked

very closely with the Maryland
State legislature to formu late this
new law. The Good Samaritan Law
now provides the liability coverage
and legal safeguard s necessary to
support a modem emergency care
system in Mary land .
A major provision of the law is
the release from liability for physicians and hospitals relaying medical
consultation to ambulance attendants via radio and/or telephone
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International EMS/ Traumatology Symposium held in Baltimore (story page 4)

communications. Prior to the new
law, protection was provided only
to those persons providing treatment at the scene of an emergency.
With the statewid e communicatio ns
system soon to be completed, the
new provisions allow for full utilization of its capabilities.
The law also ex tend s coverage
to the lay person who responds to
the aid of someone in an emergency. The previous law dealt only
with those persons who normally
rend ered emergency care such as
phy si cian s, nurses, ambulance
attendants and police. The new law
recognizes the need for all people
to assist quickly and effectively in
an emergency.
There is very little judicial
precedent regarding "Good Samaritan" laws since few claims for
damages against their rescuers have
ever been initiated by emergency
victims.
The intent of the Good Samaritan Law is to provide protection to
those persons who, to the best of
their ability, act to help someone
else without profiting in giving this
help. The complete text of the new
law fo llows.
(A) A person licensed by the State
of Maryland to provide medical care, who renders medical
aid, care, or assistance for
which he charges no fee or
compensation: ( 1) at the scene
of an emergency; (2) in transit
to medical facilities; or ( 3)
through communications with
personnel rendering emergency assistance is no t liable for
any civil damages as the result
of any professional act or
omission by him no t amounting to gross negligence.
(B) A member of any State,
County, Municipal or Volunteer Fire Department, Ambulance and R escue Squad, or
Law Enforcement Agency
who has completed an American R ed Cross Course in
(continued)

Advanced First Aid or its
equivalent and possesses a current card indicating that s tatus
as determined by the Secretary of Health and Mental
Hygiene, or is certified by the
State of Maryland as an Emergency Medical Technician or
Cardiac R escue Technician has
the same immunity provided
in subsection (A).
(C) Members and employees of
Federal, State, County, or
City Governments, Hospitals,
Emergency Medical Service
Councils and Agencies which
operate as nonprofit groups
that provide support to the
Emergency Medical Facilities,
or consultant support without
charging the emergency victim
a fee for the service provided
are not liable for any civil
damages resulting from acts or
omissions not amounting to
gross negligence.
(D) A person not included in the
above categories, who without
compensation renders emergency assistance at the scene
of an emergency, is not liable
for acts committed or omitted, provided the person rendering the aid acts in a
reasonably prudent manner
and relinquishes direction of
care of the injured person
when a person licensed or cert ified by the State of Maryland to provide medical care
or services is in a position to
assume responsibility for care
of the injured person.
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CPR TRAINING BEGINS IN SCHOOLS

The Division of Emergency
Medical Services, the American
H ear t Association, Maryland
Affiliate, and the regional school
systems throughout the State are
developing plans to include cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) instruction in the health education
curriculum of all secondary schools.
DEMS is providing the funding for
equipment and materials, the Heart
Association is training teachers to
give CPR instru ction, and the community schools are providing educational facilities for this training. ·
How to implemen t the CPR
training in each region will be determined by local school officials and
local Heart Associations. For example, some schools prefer to add
CPR at the ninth grade level, while
others prefer the tenth grade level.
In some cases, the physical education teacher will be the primary
instructors; in others, nurses and/or
health educators. Some schools will
hold training workshops for their
teachers; in other schools, teachers
will attend CPR classes off campus.
Materials and equipment may also
vary from school to school depending on the capabilities which exist
within any given school. Whatever
the unique loca l arrangements,

however, the objective of the program is to provide schools with the
capabilities of including CPR training in their health education programs and to train, on a continuing
basis, all secondary school students
in CPR.
To date, the response from
school officials has been most
encouraging, and interest in making
this training available to students
appears nearly universally favorable.
For further information on
this program, contact your Regional EMS Coordinator or your local
Heart Association Chapter.
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GEORGE
PELLETIER
"By George, he's done it " is
probably not an expression o f surprise if one is speaking o f George
Pelletier. For his record of leadership and accomplishment in Maryland's EMS Region III supports the
idea that George can no t only solve
difficult EMS problems but actually
thrives on facing the ch alle nges of a
regional coordinator.
As a regional coordinator for
OEMS, George works with all
people involved in the EMS system
- assessing regio nal need s and d etermining priorities, lending administrative support to the regional EMS
council, assisting in scheduling
nursing and physician workshops,
EMT and CRT training programs,
and meeting with EMS providers
and consume rs to assure that all
components of the system in Region III fun ction smoothly.
Although George is not a
native Marylander (he hails from
New Jersey), he certainly qualifies
as a native of Maryland' s EMS
system . Three years ago while in
Philadelphia, h e packed up his possessions, and with his wife Phyllis
and his sons Scott and Mark, headed for the Free State.
George arrived at Baltimore's
Emergency Med ical Services Development, Inc. (EMSDI) with 14
years of experience in the healthcare field . He had worked with the
United Sta tes Public Health Service

as Public Health Advisor for Ven ereal Disease Control, fo r Emergency
Health Services, and fo r the Immunizatio n Branch in Atlanta ,
Georgia, b efore serving in the federal Health, Educatio n and Welfare's
Emergency Medical Services regio nal o ffice in Philad elphia during its
infancy stages. He then transferred
to Baltimore in the State's Divisio n
of Communicable Disease Co ntro l
und er the direction o f John
Stafford , M.D., now director o f
Regio n III. Working with Dr.
Stafford, h e saw the "opportunities
and c hall enges o f emergency
medical services" and decided he
would make the move to EMSDI.
At that time EMSDI, a no nprofit corpo ration , was under
federal co ntract to install a comm uni ca ti o n s system providing
direct contact be tween ambulance
attendants and hospitals. That project materialized into one of the
nation 's mo s t so phi s ti c at ed
e mergen cy medical communications system s - ambulances and
hospitals tied together by Regio n
Ill's Emergency Medical Resource
Center (EMRC) located at Sinai
Hospital in Baltim ore.
The su ccessful utilizatio n o f
the EMRC was due in large part to
G e orge's e fforts as EMSDI's
m edical resources liaison and to his
current e fforts as DEMS' Regio n III
coordinator. For h e spent m o nths
traveling throughout the 2,200
square miles o f Region III, explaining the m agnitude and proj ected
effects o f the regional communications system to the region's 128
ambulance companies. He gained
the crucial support and cooperation
o f the ambulance companies, pointing out h ow as first-responders they
would ben efit fro m a regional communicatio ns system . According to
George, many ambulance companies now recognize the need for a
sophisticated communicatio ns ne twork and strongly feel their o wn
contributio n to the system .
There were, o f course, m any
problem s in establishing the EMRC
since no preced ent for a communi-

catio ns system of that magnitude
existed . But George observes that
for most problems there are " no
overnight answers"; they may take
many m onths to solve. In the m eantime , however, he continues h is
t roubleshooting in the "field ,"
explaining the multi-faceted aspects
of the communicatio ns system and
o ther EMS compo nents to educate
the people in his Region, trying to
emphasize their mutual goal o f
saving people's lives.
According to George, Region
III, su pporting 53 p ercent of the
State's po pulatio n, can be co nsidered a microcosm of the state wide
EMS system, comple te with m any
o f the pro blem s found in other
regions o f the State. With this in
mind, he notes that "I can never
plan ahead for a typical day,
becau se I never know what is going
to happen when I arrive in the
o ffice. Almost anything is possible,
from a complete system breakdo wn
(which I hope never happens) to
the malfunctioning of an individual
company's radio."
But it is the good da ys that
George emphasizes. " When I see a
run sh ee t or when someone mention s that the communications
system was instrumental in assisting
to save a person's life - someone
who without the system would
h ave died - this is what m ak es it all
worthwhile .... All I have to do is
listen to a tape of the ambulance
attendants talking to a hospital and
receiving instructio ns to administer
drugs or tran smitting an ECG, and I
know that I have been a part of
developing a system which is working to ward saving a life."
And perhaps what is more
important, the people o f Region III
have absorbed some o f George's
thinking, for they expect an ambulance or rescu e squ ad to be highly
trained and professional to inc rease
an em ergency vic tim's chance of
survival. George feels his respo nsibility to m eet their ex pect atio ns
and is working to provide Region
III with the b est over all em ergency
care possible.
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MARYLAND
HOSTS
SUCCESSFUL
SYMPOSIUM
A few minutes after 6:00 p.m.
on Monday, May 10th, flying fish
were spotted in Baltimore's Inner
Harbor, but they were not the only
things that were taking flight on
what began as a very uneventful
d ay for the majority of Baltimore's
citizens.
A terrific explosion aboard the
U.S. Coast Guard Cutter S.S. Primrose, less than one hundred yards
from Constellation Pier, sent five of
her crew members aloft and into
the harbor. Debris and the shock
wave from the blast also resulted in
death or severe injuries of nearly
f our hundred school children,
sailors on leave and others who
were strolling on the newly constructed Inner Harbor promenade.
Fortunately the explosion, the
deaths, and the injuries were simulated - part of an Emergency Medical Preparedness Exercise coordinated by the Maryland Division of
Emergency Medical Services.
After the smoke had cleared,
o ther objects were observed soaring
in the air - responding to the
pre-planned disaster. A Baltimore
City Police Department helicopter
landed an air traffic control officer
to guide fo llowing medevac aircraft
in the evacuation of the severely
injured to nearby specialty referral
cen ters. The Baltimo re City Disaster Plan was thus placed in effect.
Emergency rescue teams and
equipment - U.S. Army helicopters,
choppers from the Coast Guard,
U.S. Par k Police and State Po lice,
30 ambulances, city and Coast
Guard ftre boats, and an oil spill
recovery ship - all rushed to the
scene. Ambulances transferred injured victims immediately to five
nea r-by hospitals, while other
patients were treated at the scene
by medical teams brough t in from
4
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other Baltimore and nearby community hospitals.
Near ly 1800 spectators
watched the "biggest disaster ever
to strike the city" from the decks
of the U.S.F. Constellation and the
S.S. Nobska, moored in a sequestered area, as the City's Office of
Disaster Control, the Maryland Port
Authority, the Division of Emergency Medical Services, and military forces tested the Baltimore
City Disaster Plan. The simulated
crisis also served to demonstrate to
the spectators - including national
and international representatives how emergencies of such proportions should be planned for and can
be handled.
The staged harbor disaster, the
largest disaster drill ever undertaken
by the City, occurred during a
three-day international symposium
on emergency medical services the U.S.A. Bicentennial Emergency
Medical Services and Traumatology
Conference. The event was co-sponsored by HEW's Division of Emergency Medical Services, the NATO
EMS Subcommittee, the Maryland
Division of Emergency Medical Services, and the Maryland Institute
for Emergency Medicine.
The Emergency Medical Preparedness Exercise, the brainchild
of Dr. R Adams Cowley, OEMS
Director, was coordinated by Paul
Marino, City of Baltimore Mayor's
Liaison Officer of Disaster Control
and Alexander Gretes, OEMS Disaster Coordinator. It tested Baltimore's ability to handle mass
casualties, traffic and crowd control, evacuations and public safety
during an actual disaster.
"Although a simulated harbor
disaster is not a new idea," according to Dr. Cowley, "in any disaster
exercise, like th.is, you try to see
where the flaws are in your
attempts to cope with the emergencies, and to see what can be done in
the future to correct those
problems." And as Mayor Schaefer
mentioned : "You never know when
something like this is going to
happen. You have to be prepared."
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SUDDEN INFANT
DEATH SYNDROME

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is a tragic, misunderstood and puzzling disease, whose
only symptom is death. Each year,
almost one hundred babies die in
the State of Maryland from this
mysterious killer. SIDS, commonly
called "crib death," presently cannot be predicted or prevented.
There is no known cause.
An SIDS victim may have
been totally healthy or have had a
slight "cold." Just a few days prior
to his death, the child may have
even been seen by a physician for a
check-up, or perhaps for treatment
of a cold - and absolutely nothing
unusual was found. Many of the
SIDS fatalities occur in low-income,
ethnic-minority families - the
babies of young mothers who have
had little or no prenatal care.
Deaths most frequently occur in
the winter months and between
fifty and sixty percent of the babies
have had slight colds or other minor
illnesses a day or two before their
deaths.

SIDS, commonly called "crib
death, " presently cannot be
predicted or prevented.
A striking fact is that death is
apparently quiet, without struggle
or sound. SIDS kills more infants
between the ages of two weeks and
twelve months than any other
disease; highest-risk infants are
second-born children, male, between two and three months old,
who may have been either premature or of low birth weight.
A typical autopsy of a crib
death shows petechial hemorrhages,
pulmonary edema and evidence of
mild upper respiratory tract infection, but no pathological condition
to explain the death.
Occurrences of SIDS (although it was not known by that
term) can be traced back to Biblical
times. Because SIDS most often
occurs during sleep, through the
many centuries when infants shared
their parent's bed , the child's death
6
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Many of the SIDS fatalities
occur in low-income, ethnicminority families -- the babies
of young mothers who have
had little or no prenatal care.
was assumed to be the result of
a cc id ental suffocation by the
mother's body rolling over the
baby. "Overlying" was the traditional term. The classic case is
recorded in the Bible story of the
famous judgment of Solomon in
which a woman's child died in the
night "because she overlaid it," and
she claimed another woman's child
as her own. By ordering that the
child be cut in half and shared
between the two women, Solomon
revealed the true mother to be the
one who relinquished her claim so
that the child might be spared, and
he awarded her the child unharmed.
Ancient folklore also warned
against allowing a cat in the room
with a sleeping baby, in the belief
that the cat was capable of "stealing away" the baby's breath.
In later years, when children
had their own bedrooms, SIDS was
thought to result from suffocation
or possible strangulation by pillows
and bed clothes, for often the
infant was found wedged in a
corner under the blankets. However, in most cases no covering,
pillow or toy was close enough to
interfere with the infant's breathing, and even if the infant was
under the bed coverings the supply
of oxygen would not be fatally low.
In some cases certain postmortem
changes, such as the appearance of
"bruises," the coldness of the body,
or a blood froth around the nose
and mouth, led police to accuse
parents of criminal neglect or brutality. We now know that these
changes are the normal result of an
SIDS death.
Although it may be too late to
do anything for the SIDS victim,
the Emergency Medical Technician
can do something for the parents.
When dealing with an infant death

--•RESCUE !------•RESCUE 1------•RESCUE
where SIDS is suspected, the ambulance personnel should be aware of
the variety of responses which
parents may express. The parents
may be hysterical; they may deny
the child is dead ; some parents may
not appear to be reacting at all. All
of these reactions may be considered "normal" to sudden death.
Ambulance personnel should be
able to handle the parents' reactions without judging them.
. . . highest-risk infants are
seco nd-born children, male,
b e twe en two and three
months o ld . . ..

Many parents, even after being
told the results of the autopsy
which had ruled out smothering,
strangulation, or infection as a
possible cause of death, continued
to believe that they or some other
member of the family had "done
something" to the baby; even a
pediatrician, although fully informed on SIDS as a medical problem, has acknowledged that she
could not escape feelings of guilt
for her own child's mysterious
death. One mother who lost an
infant son to the syndrome wrote:
"The death of any child is heartbreaking, but no other disease
leaves in its wake such guilt, selfdoubt, incrimination, psychosis,
and charges of criminal neglect."
The feelings of guilt by
parents for their child's death have
contributed to emotional breakdowns, hospitalization for mental
illness and the breakup of marriages. Babysitters or relatives
caring for the child have been
blamed, and physicians who last
saw the child and pronounced him
well have also been reproached.
The Emergency Medical Technician should quickly check
for the postmortem signs . ...

The appearance of the baby
will also need to be dealt with.

Normal postmortem changes should
not be confused with signs of
neglect or abuse. The child's face
may be ex tremely distorted, and
the parents will have strong feelings
after seeing such a young, grotesque
body.
The Emergency Medical Technician should quickly check for the
postmortem signs and ask the
parents about any recent illnesses,
treatment by a doctor and medicines the child may have been
taking. It is important that some
attempt to revive the baby is made.
If only the baby's pulse is checked,
the parents may be haunted by th e
feeling that if some treatment
would have been tried, perhaps the
baby would have lived. This does
not mean resorting to extreme measures; in addition, any "extra
efforts" that might be made should
not present the family with a false
sense of hope. There is an extremely delicate balance that must be
When dealing with an infant
death where SIDS is suspected, the ambulance personnel should be aware of the
variety of responses which
parents may express.

maintained. Transporting the infant
to a hospital is encouraged. Competency in handling the situation and
in knowing the routines to be followed is extremely important in
aiding the victim's family in dealing
with the infant's death.
Of course, many of the problems are beyond the scope of
first-contact personnel; however,
there is additional help. In 1974,
the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
Act was passed. This provided for
the establishment of regional centers offering information, parent
counseling and the cost of autopsies
where state and local authorities
did not assume it. An appropriation
of $2 million funded the establishment of 24 centers in 1975. The
Central Maryland SIDS Center is
one of those agencies. Cooperating
in this project are the Office of the
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Chief Medical Examiner of Maryland, the University of Maryland
Medical School Departments of
Pediatrics and Child Psychiatry, and
the International Guild for Infant
Survival, Inc.
The goals of the Central Maryland SIDS Center are to further
study the causes of the Sudden
Infant Dea th Syndrome, to provide
counseling for the families of SIDS
victims and to develop an educational program for community
agencies and the general public. The
educational program is developing
seminars, lectures and workshops,
Normal postmortem changes
should not be confused with
signs of neglect or abuse.

and providing consultation to persons involved with SIDS families as
well as disseminating any recent
literature regarding the advances in
research into the causes of this
major infant killer.
Emergency Medical Technicians should be prepared to give
basic facts to the family about
SIDS, including the phone number
of the Maryland SIDS Center, and
even call the Center if they feel the
family is in need of immediate crisis
intervention.
The Center is notified immediately after an autopsy confirms that
the child has died of SIDS. The
Center then contacts the family to
offer assistance consisting of information about the disease, counseling and discussing the results of the
autopsy. In most cases this is done
in the family's home. Learning the
results of the autopsy is an extremely important way to remove
the parents' agonizing doubts.
For further information about
the Center, you can contact Stanley
E. Weinstein, MSW, Project Director, Maryland SIDS Center, Department of Psychiatry, University of
Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland
21201, phone (301) 528-6392.
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SEEN AROUND
THE STATE
The Maryland EMS Mo bile Information Center, a 24-foo t trailer,
enables OEMS to expand its educatio nal and in formation effo rts to
increase public awareness of the
statewide emergency medical services system. The EMS system compo nents are visually explained on
pho tographic display panels within
the inform atio n center. In addition,
replaceable blank panels are available to tailor a presentatio n for a
specific purpose. Regional panels
have already been prepared and are

CALENDAR

sto red in the trailer to permit instant 'custo mizing' for regio nal
events.
Also included in the Mobile
Info rmation Center are a quiz o n
medical self-help skills, audio-visual
presentatio ns, and a list of su ggestions encouraging citizen involvement and support o f regional
EMS activities.
Th e Mo bil e In fo rmatio n
Center is an independent, selfcontained unit, air-conditioned and
with a self-contained power supply
requiring no external hook-ups.
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